Dossier: Social robots

Designing the future of
education: from tutor robots to
intelligent playthings
Robots exhibiting social behaviors have shown promising effects on children’s
education. Like many analogue and digital educational devices in the past, robotic
technology brings concerns along with opportunities for innovation. This article is
an invitation to reflect on the role that robotic technology, especially tutor robots
and intelligent playthings, could play for children’s learning and development. The
complexity of designing for children’s learning highlights the necessity to start a
trans-disciplinary discussion to shape the future of education and foster a positive
societal impact of robots for children’s learning.
Cristina Zaga
Robots in education:
opportunities and controversy
Walk in a school or a maker space and you will find robotic
technology. You may see a group of children busy
prototyping a robot, or learning programming with a
robot. You might also see the very first prototypes of
tutoring robots: personified robots exhibiting social
behaviors and human-like features to support children’s
learning (see Figure 1 and 2.1).
Robotic technology is transitioning beyond academic
research to commercialization. Media and educational
specialists present robots as the inevitable staple of the
near future class- rooms. If robots are coming and will
function autonomously in the classroom, then schools,
teachers and parents need to prepare for it. And many are
trying to understand whether and how to embrace this
paradigm shift.

The key promise is that robotic technologies will relieve
overburdened educational systems. Thanks to robots,
educational experiences will be more and more
personalized to each pupil. Moreover, robotic technology
will offer the today-ever-essential technical skills for STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics). Such
enthusiasm is pushing more and more for the adoption of
robots in schools. However, many express caution and
concerns. Policy makers1 are worried about the implications
of robot’s autonomy and Artificial Intelligence (AI),
especially about the use of data and the way algorithms
are designed. Parents swing between the excitement of
providing kids with the ultimate advances in education and
the worry that robots might condition children to
undesired behaviors2. One might say that these challenges
and concerns will soon fade away. Ultimately, these
concerns are due to the novelty of robot technology.

Figure 1. In the picture examples of robots used in educational settings. From left to right: Nao robot (Softbank robotics), Push-one
robot (University of Twente) and Dash and Dot (Wonderworkshop, picture by Wonderworkshop (©Wonderworkshop).
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Today’s classroom technologies like paper, books, blocks,
abacuses computers and digital applications were once
controversial and feared, very much like robots are now,
but they adapted enough to become essential classroom staples. However, unlike analogue and digital
technologies, robots are endowed with agency, the ability
to autonomously act and interact with the environment
and people. As a result, robots are inherently a relational
technology potentially able to build social-emotional
relationships3 with children, instead of simply being
objects that children manipulate to facilitate learning,
like analogue and digital technologies are. Robots actively
relate to children to provide instruction, reinforcement
and motivation and (with various strategies and
techniques) to foster children learning. Given this relation
aspects, what role should a robot take in learning, then?
So far, most of the robotic applications have embraced a
tutoring role modeled on human tutors. Less attention
have been given to other applications and paradigms.
In the remaining of the article, we focus on the technical,
socio-ethical and pedagogical implications of the
application of educational technology with agency:
robots. We present the ‘status-quo’ of educational
robotics, tutor robots and, the ‘new-comer’ intelligent
playthings (term coined for the purpose of the article),
which are robotic toys and objects promoting open
ended and independent learning through play.

Tutor robot: the good, the bad and the ugly
Tutoring robots are socio-relational technology that
delivers human-like personalized education, using
machine learning (and in advanced projects AI) to adapt
educational strategies to children. Tutoring robots are
personified in a multitude of ways: from human-like
puppets/dolls (Figure 2.1), to zoomorphic forms.
Whatever form tutoring robots take, one common
denominator is the ability to socially engage with children
by exhibiting human-like behaviors. Tutoring robots offer
an intervention both for typically and non-typically
developing children. They stem from virtual computer
based agents (think of the famous Clippy, the assistant in
Microsoft office). Virtual agents are computer generated,
animated characters, usually with distinctive human-like
features able to interact mainly via voice and body
movement. Similarly to virtual agents, tutoring robots
leverage natural language and human-like body language
to socially communicate.
Human-robot interaction research has demonstrated
that tutoring robots have a competitive advantage over
virtual agents due to the higher degree of agency and
social presence they deliver. In turns, a tutoring robot’s
social presence vividly enables a social-relational aspect
of learning that has been proved beneficial for children’s
learning.
Over the last twenty years, many tutoring robots have
been developed. According to a recent review of Belpaeme
et al., tutoring robots leverage social interaction in three
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Figure 2.1. A tutor robot interacting with two children taken
from Zaga et al. study on the effects of tutor robots on children’s
task engagement. The robot is a commercially available Nao Robot (SoftBank robotics) one of the most iconic humanoid robot
developed in recent years.
Figure 2.2. Intelligent plaything interacting with two children.
The robot, or robothing, is a ad-hoc open source research platform developed by Zaga et al. to study how intelligent playthings can support collaborative play © Cristina Zaga.

main social roles: teacher, peer and novice peer. These
three social roles also represent the three main
pedagogical paradigms of a tutoring robot.
Robot teachers were the first tutoring robots to enter
the classroom: they model their behaviors on teachers
behaviors and try to replicate their pedagogical
strategies. The very first robot introduced like a teacher
was Robovie (Figure 4.1). In a seminal paper of 2004,
Kanda describes how Robovie autonomously delivered
English language training to Japanese children.
At the moment, the most popular and versatile robot for
education is the Nao Robot from SoftBank Robotics
(Figure 1). Nao is a humanoid robot with many degrees of
freedom and (some) abilities to understand and respond
to natural language, speech, touch and visual stimuli. Nao
is used in a variety of applications, from learning
mathematics and languages to learning how to manage
chronic conditions such as diabetes.
Unlike tutoring robot teachers, robot peers touch-upon
the possibility to activate peer dynamics, proven
beneficial to learning. Robot peers offer tutoring like a
more skilled, empathetic child would do for another
child. The Zeno robot platform (Figure 3.1), for instance,
has been widely used to develop peer-like interventions:
not only with typically developing children learning the
ropes of inquiry based learning, but also with nontypically developing children learning about facial
expressions. A special kind of robot peers are robot
novices. Robot novices, especially the Cowriter robot
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Figure 3.1. The Enigma project robot. The Europen Enigma project further developed the commercially available Zeno robot (Han- son
Robotics) to support and empower socio-emotional learning of children on the autism spectrum. DE-ENIGMA is exploring the potential
of a robot with artificial intelligence as a near-future tool for autism education.©DE-ENIGMA project.
Figure 3.2. iCat robot used by Leite et al. as learning companion.

(Figure 4.2), flip the power in the teaching dynamics
between the child and the robot leveraging what is
known as the protégé effect. The child is teaching the
robot, who admittedly express his incompetence on a
particular subject and request the support of the child to
learn about it. Robot novice aim to boost a child’s
confidence by providing the child with the opportunity to
learn through teaching.
On top of the pedagogical strategy and role, tutoring
robots have demonstrated a potential to impact children’s
learning for very specific short-term interventions.
Results from various research in human-robot interaction
(HRI) show that robots significantly impacted learning
outcomes. Robotic tutors have also a positive effect on
tangent educational aspects such as student motivation,
positive tendency towards learning and curiosity. For
example, results indicate that the interaction with a
peer-like robot motivates the child to have a growth
mindset, a belief that learning is a result of from effort
and perseverance as opposed to innate talent. Tutoring
robots show potential also to be applied to non-typically
developing children, for example with children on the
spectrum of autism.
Tutoring robots aim at a great degree of agency and
human- likeness both in terms of behavior and
(potentially) intelligence. However, many are the
technical challenges to render such a human-likeness.
The current state of the art of robotics, social signal
processing and natural language generation do not afford
robot tutors to engage like the human they wish to
replicate, and certainly not for sustained, long-term
interactions with multiple children. Child-robot
interaction often suffers from the mismatch between
what children expect the robot could do and what the
robot can actually achieve. Carefully designed social

behavior for a robot tutor can have unexpected results,
such as diminishing the engagement with the robot or
even distract from the educational task. Robot tutors are
very costly to develop, deploy and maintain. The
sophisticated set of human- like behaviors are very costly
to render and often, robots break and need to be
substituted. Teachers and schools at large most of the
time lack of the skills to maintain such technology.
The technical challenges not only impact the performance
of tutor robots but also the relations with children. The
mismatch between children’s expectations and robot
capability might bring about a feeling of deception and
mistrust that in the long run would be detrimental for
the desired educational outcomes.
An ethical layer of concern pertains these complex
dynamics between children’s expectations of robots with
human-like roles, behaviors and appearances and the
nature of the relation- ship that a child and tutoring
robot could establish in long-term interaction. Research
shows that personified, humanlike robots influence
children judgment and influence children’s behavior.
Disappointed by their ability to understand, respond and
act in the interaction, children might treat the robots
more as a servant or object, or even bully the robots. In
turns, treating a robot designed to be human-like and
personified ‘creature’ like a servant or object might have
carryover effects on the way children treat adults and
other children. Clearly not the intended child-robot
interaction.
The promise of tutoring robots is not substituting
human- teachers, but complement teacher in their
everyday activities. However, by replicating formats
and activities that are usual in formal education,
tutoring robots might bring more challenges than
solutions. Even teachers question the ability of a robot
to take a human role and advocate a limitation of the
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Figure 4.1. The Robovie Robot. In Figure 4.2. The Co-writer robot. .©The Co-Writer Project

robot’s autonomy, wishing for the robot to take a
limited complementary pedagogical role supporting
overlooked aspects of education such as play among
peers. In fact, children learn best through independent
discovery, play and interactions with peers and adults.
While many advocate playful learning4, play is still
relegated to recess and after-school programs. At the
same time, it is while questioning, making,
experimenting with objects and toys that children
learn about the world, about creativity and problem
solving. While establishing play relationship or
friendship bonds, children learn from older peers and
teach younger ones, meanwhile consolidating their
skills. Whilst fundamental for children’s development,
play is not embedded enough in formal education.
Tutor robots have represented the status-quo of robots
in children’s education. While many appear to be the
benefits of their deployment in the classroom, the
designers of tutor robots might opt for a lower degree
of autonomy and human-likeness together with a
higher degree of control of the child in the interaction
to mitigate the many challenges and potential adverse
effects on children’s development. Together with novel
agency models, tutor robots educational activities
might benefit for shifting towards playful learning,
leaving formal learning to human-teachers.

Intelligent playthings: the power of play
Learning from the experience with tutor robots, HRI
researchers are increasingly exploring new forms, roles
and pedagogical paradigms for robots in education.
Increasingly, robotics applications to children’s
education are shifting from tutor-like paradigm to an
intelligent playthings paradigm, opening new avenues
for research and practice.
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The research on intelligent playthings stem from the
child- centred perspectives of education, the legacy of
constructionism and cybernetic intuitions of Edith
Ackerman. Constructionism is an active form of
learning, where children learn through the experience
of doing. Ackerman studied how children makes sense
of automated ‘things’ like robots and advocated a
balance between the autonomy of robots and children
control to better enable children’s natural tendency of
engage in playful explorations beneficial to learning.
Focused on learning by doing and in playful interaction,
intelligent playthings are autonomous or semiautonomous robots that resemble educational objects
or toys. Intelligent playthings are interactive ‘things’
with intelligence more than artificial social tutors. As a
result, intelligent playthings take a low or nonanthropomorphic form and non- verbal communication
capitalizing on the tendency of children (and people at
large) to make sense of animate objects in a social way.
Intelligent playthings are usually situated in playful
tasks and act on children’s learning either by
autonomously or semi-autonomously playing with the
children communicating through goal-directed and
expressive actions in the playful interactions.
Intelligent playthings offer an application both for
classical school subjects and for socio-emotional
learning. The latter is becoming more and more
relevant for children’s education and a prerogative for
the 21st children. The learning through play paradigm
has also the potential benefit to readily open the
learning experience to peers. The latter has been
associated to greater learning achievement in life,
better adjustment and to promoting a higher degree
of prosocial behavior. The interaction paradigm of
intelligent plaything does not revolve around learning

from instructions, but learning
through playing with or along a
robot. Therefore, intelligent
playthings leave space for a child
independent learning, discovering
and problem-solving.
Cellulo (Figure 5.2) for example, is
an intelligent plaything that
blends-in with original educational
activities and materials (pen and
paper) enabling an interactive
experience. Cellulo looks like an
hexagon block with small spheres
as wheels to affords locomotion
and with colorful lights. Whilst
Cellulo can autonomously move
around, children can also move it
around, manipulating it like a piece
of puzzle. In one of the application
of Cellulo, an astronomy game,
Figure 5.1. Yolo robot Shybo (©The Robot Creativity Project)
Cellulo moves around on a map to
Figure 5.2. A rendering of the interactions between children and Cellulo around astroindicate relevant content about
nomy games (© Cellulo Project, EPFL).
astronomy. At the same time,
Figure 5.3. Shybo (© dr. Maria Luce Lupetti)
Cellulo can also be moved and
directed by the child. As depicted
in Figure 5.2 Cellulo enables group interaction around
discouraging conflict and promoting sharing. Through
learning materials as many children can interact with it
empirical studies, Zaga et. al. observed that children
at the same time.
interacting with Pushone tends to reciprocate more
Similarly, YOLO (see Figure5.1) is an intelligent
and share resources with each other, especially when
plaything that fosters children’s creativity in
the robot exhibits collaborative tendencies.
storytelling activities. Yolo moves through locomotion
The research on intelligent playthings is still moving its
and it expresses itself with lights and movements. Yolo
first steps. Whilst promising, intelligent playthings
can be manipulated like a toy would and reacts to
need to prove themselves as valuable robotic
children play.
application for learning, Little is known about the
actual long-term effects on children learning and the
Slightly more personified than Cellulo and YOLO, Shybo
actual feasibility of their deployment in the classroom.
developed by Lupetti et al., is an open source lowMoreover, notable technical challenges arise when
anthropomorphic robot that delivers playful grouprobots are moving from one-o-one to one-to-many
learning experiences and supports reflections about
interactions like in the case of intelligent playthings.
the robot’s ability to learn from example (See Figure
Even more challenging is the ability to endow simple,
5.3). Shybo reacts to children with a range of nonverbal
low-cost, sturdy and versatile robots of the computing
behaviors and it has been successfully embedded in
power necessary to recognize children’s behaviors and
teachers’ programs as a storytelling interactive object
appropriately engage with them in play.
able to engage children in playful exploration of
Despite the above challenges, Zaga argues that
storytelling skills.
intelligent playthings can offer a more versatile
educational application of robots in education:
Pushone (Figure 2.2), is another example of intelligent
1-
e nabling embodied pedagogies and tangible
play- thing, defined by Zaga et al. as a ‘Robothing’.
learning, proven as extremely beneficial for
Pushone has a thing-like-appearance, role and behavior
children’s development,
and it is em- bedded in various games. Pushone is
2-
favoring inclusiveness bridging the interaction
designed to regulate children’s collaboration and
between typically and non-typically developed
conflicts dynamics by stimulating prosocial behaviors
children by virtue of focusing on non-verbal
(e.g., sharing) in collaborative play. To this end, Pushone
interaction grounded in social play and
engages in the puzzle games with the children. How? It
3 - integrating school curricula with topics that are
pushes pieces of puzzle around to share them with the
often not extensively covered by teachers, like
children or taking them away. Pushone, by sharing or
socio- emotional learning, creativity and playful
hiding objects in the game, stimulates reciprocity,
learning.5
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Conclusion: designing the future of education
Tutor robots and intelligent playthings address needs
of con- temporary education in different ways.
Intelligent playthings in particular are especially
positioned to impact children’s education beyond what
current technology can offer.
Intelligent playthings, like tutor robots are a relational
technology. However, intelligent playthings do not
leverage a human-like role to establish relationships
with the children. In so doing, the concerns regarding
children’s mismatch of expectations appear mitigated,
as well as some of the ethical concerns about childrobot relationships. In fact, as described by Edith
Ackerman, intelligent playthings appear to leverage
the natural tendency of children to explore the agency
of objects and toys and to establish thing-like
relationships typical of children’s play interactions
which are powerful enablers of learning.
To foster meaningful and rich learning experience for
the humans of the future, the development of robots
for education should revolve around a child-centred
perspective of education. All the societal stakeholders
- children included - should come together to have a
say in the future of robotic technology for education.
To address the complexity of children’s education, we,
as human factor researchers, need to start a
transdisciplinary (i.e., going beyond the boundaries of
disciplines to tackle real- world problems) discussion
with engineers and AI specialists to shape the future of
education and foster a positive societal impact of
robots for the children’s learning.
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Abstract
Robots exhibiting social behaviors have shown
promising effects on children’s education. Like many
analogue and digital educational devices in the past,
robotic technology brings concerns along with
opportunities for innovation. Tutor robots in the
classroom are not meant to replace teachers, but to
complement existing curricula with personalized
learning experiences and one-on-one tutoring. The
educational paradigm of tutor robots have insofar
limited to replicate models from formal education, but
many are the technical, ethical and de- sign challenges
to bring this paradigm forward. Moreover, the
educational paradigm of tutor robots de-facto
perpetuates the exclusion of playful learning by doing
with peers and objects, which is arguably the most
important aspect of children’s upbringing and, yet, the
most overlooked in formal education. Increasingly,
robotics applications to children’s education are
shifting from tutor-like paradigm to an intelligent
playthings paradigm: to promote active, open-ended
and independent learning through play with peers.
This article is an invitation to reflect on the role that
robotic technology, especially tutor robots and
intelligent playthings, could play for children’s learning
and development. The complexity of designing for
children’s learning highlights the necessity to start a
trans-disciplinary discussion to shape the future of
education and foster a positive societal impact of
robots for children’s learning.
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